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The mathematical model under consideration describes the 
heating of a railroadcarby hot air 1 which is blown into it 
at one end (x=O) and which leaves the car at the opposite 
end (x=l) . '"'* 
; V 
1~ 
Temperatute 
G x,t) : 
t t 
X=O X=l 
circumference C 
Longitudinal section Cross section at X=<X 
For the tempe.rature of the air entering the car, G1(t), we 
have 
(1) G1(t) = arbitrary given function of time t. 
(For the particular case G1 ( t) = A ( 1-e - "At) see ( 15) seqq.) 
The air inside the car is thought of as moving in the x direc-
tion only, with a constant speed v. It is assumed that inside 
the car there is no temperature gradient normal to the x 
direction, so that for the temperature G2 inside the car we 
have G2=G2 (x, t) . 
For x=O we have the boundary condition 
(2) Q2(0,t) == Q1(t) 
The car loses heat to the wall, which again gives off heat 
to the environment. 
The temperature inside the wall, G3, is assumed to be a 
function of x ;nd t, G3=G3 (x 2 t), so that inside the wall 
•) ------------------ -
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there is no temperature gradient normal to the x direction. 
Furthermore we assume that inside the wall no transport of 
heat takes place in the x direction. The local loss of heat 
from the car to the wall is taken to be proportional to 
Q2(x,t) - G3(x,t), that from the wall to the surroundings 
proportional to G3(x,t). 
The proportionality factors arc q 23 and q30 respectively per 
unit of area and per unit of time. 
The constant temperature of the surroundings is taken as zero. 
For the circumferences C and c1 and the areas D and D1 see 
the cross section. 
The specific heat of air is q 2 , the specific heat of the 
wall is q 3 . 
For t=O we have the initial conditions 
(3) G2(x,O) = O and G3(x,O) = G30(x). 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(5a) 
(6a) 
( 7) 
We now introduce the constants 
This gives us the following simultaneous equations: 
~G2 (x,t) 
ox = -a(G2 (x,t)-G3(x,t)) 
c>G3(x,t) 
dt = b(G2(x,t)-G3(x,t))- cG3(x,t). 
By applying Laplace transformation to (5) and (6), and using 
the initial conditions (3), we get the system 
~~(x,p) r:J2(x,p) + V O: : -a(92(x,p)-93(x,p~) 
pG3(x,p)-G30(x) - b(G2(x,p)-G3(x,p))- cG3(x,p), 
in which pis the variable of Laplace transformation and 
the bar indicates the Laplace transform. 
Elimination of G3 gives 
()Q 2 
v __g + p +p( a+b+c) +ac - = 
cl X p+b+c Q2 
~ a_'O 
p+b+c 
(8) 
(9) 
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The solution of this differential equation is 
2 . J aQ G2(x,p):=:K(p) exp { ~ P +p a+b+c +ac x + , ;30 ... i 
v p+b+c p~'.\p( a+b+c) +ac 
in which K(p) is a function of p which has to be determine,( 
-~ from the boundary condition ( 2). 
From (2) we see that 
92(0,p) = g1(p), 
From (8) we get 
aGJO 
(10) Q2(0,p) = K(p) + p2+p(a+b+c)+ac 
aQ30 Denating the inverse of 2 - .... ,? by T(t) we have 
p +p( a+b+c) +ac 
(11) T(t)= 
a+b+c t 
- 2 H(t)aG30te 
for ( a+b+c) 2 > 4ac 
for ( a +b +c ) 2 < 4 a c 
for (a+b+c) 2 = 4ac 
In these formulae H(t) is Heaviside 1 s unit step function 
( 0 t < 0 
H( t) == ~ 
l. 1 t > O 
We can easily find K(t)s the inverse Laplace transform of 
K( p), from ( 9)., ( '1 O) and ( 11) as 
('12) K ( t ) = t Q '1 ( t ) -T ( t ) } H ( t ) 
For the exponential factor in (8) we have 
4 
ax 
) - ( ) def f p2+( a+b+c )i;Hac:X}=e - vexp {(.- P ·f::!._) } (13 . U p = exp l - v( .· -b+c) ~ 12+b+ci x . 
(14) 
Erd~lyi et al.: Tables of integral transforms I section 5,5 
formula (31) gives: 
a 
er- '1 +vf I'1(2/;t), 
so that the inverse transform of U ( p) is 
ax ( ) - v ( . , ,_ u t ==e •• • > V -
- ( b +c )( t - x ) /abx· ( ' / b x ) )' H } 
+ e v V ~ I1 2 Va vx( t- v . ( t,.. ~) . ' 
We thus find the following result for G2{x,t), in which th, 
symbol* denotes convolution: 
(15) Gif!(x,t) = K(t) * U(t) + T(t). 
1Pt G3(x,t) we have from (6) together with the boundary 
co nd it ion ( 3 ) : 
( 6 ) ( ) - ( b +c ) t , b ( ) 1 i . Q 3 x !J t = 9 3 0 e . , b +c Q 2 x j t . 
A particular C.§..e_~ 
We now use the heating function 
in which A and~ are positi\~ sonstants. 
Then ('1~) becomes 
(18) K(t) = { A(-1-e-"t) - T(t)} t). 
For a2(x,t) we find from (15~, ('18) and (14) 
ax t 
( 19 ) G 2 ( x ., t ) = T ( t ) +e - v j { A ( '1 - e - " ( t - T.) ) -T ( t - -c,) } H ( t - -c) • 
0 
, { e -(b+c)(i:- ~)\/abx I ( 21 /abx(v- xv')H(,;- xv)+ ,:rt.;_ xv) l · 
VT - x '1 1 v J ' 5 d't" · 
X For t < v 1ve have obviously 
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(20) e2(x,t) = T(t). 
Assuming now t > x , ( 19) may be reduced to 
V 
ax 
(21) e2(x,t)= T(t)+e- v {A(1-e- ?,.(t- ~))- T(t- ~)} + 
J_ 
I X ,. L, 
+ Ae' v e 1 -a+b+c )- j - ~(b+c) ~ I (£Vabx(v~-x))d~ + V v-t::;: 1 v 
x/v 
f te_ - Ae(-a+b+c)~- ·· 71.t 1:(b+c-"J,..) '/a.bx" I (£ V'abx(v't'-x))d't + V~ 1 V 
x/v 
t f -,:;( b+c) 1 ,' , /abx r 2 ,--,--..,.--..... ) e T,_t· , Vv't"-X I1,v\/abx(v"t-X) di;, (-a+b+c)2S. - e V 
x/v 
which may be simplified to 
ax 
(22) G2(x,t);= T(t) + e-v{A(1-e-';\,(t- ~))- T(t- ~)} + 
_ ..§2S. ~(x;t) y(b+c) w2 
+ Ae v j '= Ltabx I1(w)dw + 
0 
- Ae 
- e 
in wM .. ch 
__ ax -~(t- x) ,<~,t) _ v(b+c-~) w2 
v v / 4abx ( ) e r 1 w dw + 
V ( J+C ', 2 
-,.--~-w 
L' 8 0•r 
.- . .,, T( t-
_______ _,.,_.. 
d,.., ., 2 
" ( X t) ~ .. \' "''. .. , , V .,_ "') \/,I • ;:::: ••• ,' C, ) ; >. • v - ..(>. > 
I , , V . 
X 
V 
The temperatu:;:,':; Q,:,,(x_"t:, folJ.-Jv:s :;:'rom (15). 
For t-~~oo the fou::"th tsr:.1 ir. tha right-hand side of ( 22) 
converg8s e,.ren for 7.., >- b+c ')- 0 virtue of the factor e -'i\t 
with which the integral is multiplied. The other terms give 
no difficulties, which mean° ~h 0 t ev~ntually a st0~dy state is 
reached. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
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We are now going to dsterrnine the behaviour of the solutio,_n 
e2(x.,t) as t-➔ c.~, 
Since a steady state is reached, we may take 
()Q2 '2)0, 
- - •· ~ O in ( 5) and ( 5 L which then become 
~- : 
( b-1-c \ G 
·• I / ') ' 
.J 
Elimination of G3 sivcs 
, ~o 
. - r, 8,.., 
,: -- . cc:--:_·"- Q 
- ·.J+C 2 
which., together 1v1.th trs boundary condition (2) ,. :lea.ds to 
,. 
( 26) Q ( x t ) --;;. A exp { - _ 8£_ 1 2 ' -;_7 \ b +c _, .f -: ..,., t ....... -'.'<) • 
For i:h'2 steac:.~---:::ita'cf: solutiC',1 of G3(x.,t) we find from (24) 
and (26) 
( 27) G ( x. t) •·-c'· t'S!- exp _r .. __ a.r:2~-- -. J ' · · ,J -:-c · I, .,- ·:; + C , . I f o:.· t --+- ~ . 
V: 
x: 
t: 
1: 
p: 
G2(x,t): 
G3(x,t): 
G3o(x): 
G1 ( t) : 
a : 
H ( t) : 
G2 (x,p) 
G3 (x,p) }= 
7 
List of symbols: 
speed of the air inside the car. 
the variable of place. 
the variable of time. 
length of the car. 
the variable of Laplace transformation. 
the temperature of the air inside the car. 
the temperature of the wall. 
the initial temp2rature of the wall. 
the temperature of the air which is blown into the 
car at x=O. 
constants ~n the equation of G1(t). 
the loss of heat from the inside of the car to 
the wall is proportional to q 23 per unit of area 
and per unit of time. 
the loss of heat from the wall to the surroundings 
is proportional to q 30 per unit of area and per 
unit of time. 
specific heat of air. 
specific heat of wall. 
inner circum:'.':' 
-
t1ce of cross section of car wall. 
outer tr fl II II II II " 
area of cross section of car interior. 
II II ·; :1 II wall. 
b: 
3 
}l::1vis ide 1 ~ 1,:;,115- t ,; 1ccp ~unction H ( t )= { ~ ;:: : : ~ 
'i':-i. Hym;Jol ~ ind~cateR correspondence in Laplace 
t ra r.is f 01."ma t 10::1. 
the bar indicates the Laplace transform of the 
function. 
